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POWER hour

Save your interval
training for after work.
Evening may be the
ideal time for a short,
intense workout, a
new study in the International Journal of
Sports Medicine found.
When men ran sprints
at 6 p.m., their peak
power was significantly
higher than when they
trained at 6 a.m. Why?
Your body temperature
naturally spikes later in
the day, warming your
muscles so they can
contract more efficiently,
according to study
author Nidhal Zarrouk,
Ph.D. A caveat: If you
typically compete in the
a.m., you should train
in the morning too.
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MEALS FOR WHEELS

Protein isn’t just for weightlifters. “Although endurance training isn’t about building bulk, it
still creates a tremendous need to restore, renew, and rebuild muscle afterward,” says David
Cameron-Smith, Ph.D., the author of a new study on protein and cardio exercise. “Endurance
athletes often focus on hydration and carbs, but consuming a high-quality protein that’s rich in
branched-chain amino acids is essential to the repair process.” Immediately after your work
out—when a quick shot of protein is critical for muscle repair—consume easily digestible sources
of protein, such as milk or a protein shake. Then a few hours later, eat a meal that’s rich in
branched-chain amino acids, like steak and eggs, to further bolster your body, he says.

Peak heart rate, in beats per minute,
of men who did interval training for
just 2 minutes, versus 166 BPM for men
who ran continuously for 30 minutes

Echinacea: Super Herb?

For
up-to-theminute cardio
tips, go to news.
MensHealth.
com.

A supplement touted for fighting colds may also
be the fix for poor endurance. In a study in the
Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research,
men who popped 8,000 milligrams of echinacea
daily for a month showed improvements in running economy. What that means: They used less
oxygen during exercise and felt less fatigued as a
result, says study author Malcolm Whitehead,
Ph.D. The herb is no substitute for training, but it
could help you run longer before feeling sapped.
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Is your treadmill trick
ing you? Research from
Singapore suggests
that you may unknowingly run slower on a
treadmill than you
would outside. When
people were asked to
pick a treadmill speed
equivalent to their typ
ical outdoor pace, they
selected a speed that
was 27 percent slower
than their actual out
door rate. Treadmill
running lacks “back
ward optic flow”—that
is, the perception of
movement as you pass
objects or people—to
help you gauge speed,
says study author Veni
Kong, Ph.D. Instead of
judging effort by per
ceived speed, base it on
a more reliable gauge,
such as your heart rate.
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